Pre-Registration Form for 7th WSPU General Assembly

To be completed (in BLOCK LETTERS) only by people accredited by their National Scout Parliamentary Association (NSPA), one form per NSPA.

- Please type or print clearly and return this form to the WSPU-GA Secretariat by e-mail. (wspu2013@scout.or.jp) and CC to WSPU Secretariat (wspu@scout.or.kr).
- The registration form can be downloaded from the official website at www.wspu.info.
- Please complete the second page of this document.
- Pre-registration can be skipped if you are already able to send the Registration Form which will require more details such as your itinerary and hotel request.
- Seats mentioned in this form are for planning purpose only and cannot be guaranteed unless you return the Registration Form with more details.

Registration and Accreditation Information

- **Category**
  - **Delegates** are Members of National Scout Parliamentary Association or groups in a legislative body of your country.
  - **Observers** are Representatives of National Scout Organization/Associations or other types of participants invited by Executive Committee of World Scout Parliamentary Union.

- **Conditions**
  - Two delegates from each country will be Guests of Japan Scout Parliamentary Association (JSPA).
  - The JSPA will be pleased to offer the followings for the two delegates only.
    - Accommodation at the conference hotel including breakfasts (2 nights and 3 days)
    - Complimentary registration
    - Transportation to and from the designated airport upon arrival and departure
  - Additional delegates, observers and accompanying persons are expected to pay USD380 of registration fee, which covers all programs, activities and meals only.
  - (The airfare to and from Japan, accommodation charges and personal expenses are **NOT included** in the USD380 of registration fee.)

  Please refer to our Terms and Conditions for details.